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QUESTION 1

How do you set the custom block MyCompany\MyModule\Block\A as a child for the block named product.info using
layout XML? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working on a custom web API endpoint and have configured it in etc/webapi.xml. This config is cached as part
of the config_webservice cache type. 

Keeping performance in mind, how do you refresh the cached version of this config using Magento CLI? 

A. cache:clean config_webservice 

B. cache:refresh config_webservice 

C. cache:flush 

D. cache:purge 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working on a Magento store which will be selling in two countries. Each country has its own set of payment
methods. 

How do you organize the project to support this requirement? 

A. Create one website, two payment scopes 

B. Create one website, one store view 

C. Create one website, two store views 

D. Create two websites, two store views 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are creating a module that will be sold on the Magento Marketplace. You wish for this module to be easily
extensible, and decide to add the capability for other developers to utilize extension attributes. What is the minimum
update necessary to enable this capability? 

A. Add the getExtensionAttributes() method and implement ExtensionAttributesInterface in each model. 

B. Create an ExtensionAttributeInterface for each model. 

C. Ensure each model extends Magento\Framework\Model\AbstractExtensibleModel. 

D. Configure your models in etc/extension_attributes.xml 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In a code review of a merchant\\'s site you have discovered that there are multiple observers for the
checkout_submit_all_after event. After closer inspection, you notice one of these observers is relying on the others
being executed before it is called. 

What risk does this pose, and how can it be mitigated? 

A. There is no risk posed as long as each event observer specifies a correct sortOrder. Nothing needs to be changed. 

B. Event observers are fired in alphabetical order of the observer name. There is no risk here. 

C. Magento only supports one observer per event. These observers will need to be combined into a single point of
customization. 

D. Order of listener execution cannot be guaranteed, resulting in a fragile implementation. This code should be re-
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worked using plugins 

Correct Answer: D 
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